
MAS 335 Cryptography

Assignment 1 For handing in on 18 January 2005

1 (a) Explain in your own words the meaning of the termscryptography, cryptanaly-
sis, andsteganography.

(b) You want to send a postcard to your family, which will contain a secret message
to your brother. How might you do it?

2 Nqvl iv Mvotqap ewzl, xpziam, wz amvbmvkm epqkp qa bzivanwzuml qvbw ivwbpmz
Mvotqap ewzl, xpziam, wz amvbmvkm epmv awum Kimaiz apqnb qa ixxtqml bw qb.
Bpm twvomz gwcz xpziam, bpm uwzm uizsa gwcz ivaemz eqtt zmkmqdm.

3 The following problem is taken from Chin Chiu Shao’s bookSu Shu Chiu Chang
(Nine Sections of Mathematics), written in 1247. A ko is a unit of volume.

Three thieves,A, B andC, entered a rice shop and stole three vessels filled
to the brim with rice but whose exact capacity was not known. When the
thieves were caught and the vessels recovered, it was found that all that
was left in VesselsX, Y andZ were 1 ko, 14 ko and 1 ko respectively. The
captured thieves confessed that they did not know the exact quantities they
had stolen. ButA said that he had used a horse ladle (capacity 19 ko) and
taken the rice fromX. B confessed to using his wooden shoe (capacity
17 ko) to take the rice from vesselY. C admitted that he had used a bowl
(capacity 12 ko) to help himself from the rice from vesselZ. What was
the total amount of rice stolen?

4 (a) Letmandn be positive integers. What is meant by aninverseof mmodulon?

(b) Prove thatmhas an inverse modulon if and only if the greatest common divisor
of m andn is 1.

(c) Find the inverse of 80 modulo 337.
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5 Solve the following substitution cipher. Your solution should include an explanation
of the method you use.

IFYPX SBSAY SLEXA BQYIF ZXFYQ GXZGF IYPGF YEZGB
PZXKF LBQBS FXITF ZZFIY PQXSL WQZBP ZXKXI YEBZN
IFYPX SBSAI FMFIP ZXYIY SAFXM SYZWI YEZGX WAGZH
IXQFP PFPBS ZGFFC FINLY NVXIE LEXAB QBPGX VVFXW
AGZZX ZGBSR BMXTD FQZBC FZIWZ GBPXW IAXYE YSLZG
FFCFI NLYNV XIELB PCFIN PFELX KQXSQ FISFL VBZGX
TDFQZ BCFZI WZGEX ABQBP ZGFPQ BFSQF XMZGF DWPZB
MBQYZ BXSXM QXSQE WPBXS PVFGY CFIFY QGFLT NSYZW
IYEIF YPXSB SAKNH XBSZG FIFBP ZGYZM XIPWQ GSYZW
IYEIF YPXSB SAZXX QQWIQ XSPQB XWPSF PPBPS XZSFQ
FPPYI NZGFC FINIF YPXSV FSFFL EXABQ YZYEE BPTFQ
YWPFK XPZIF YPXSB SABPS XZQXS PQBXW PYZYE EXXXX
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